Monochrome Cartridge Reliability Reports

**ENGLISH:**

**MONOCROME CARTRIDGE RELIABILITY COMPARISON STUDY – 2013**
*HP LaserJet Toner Cartridges vs. North America Non-HP Brands*

**FRENCH:**

**ÉTUDE COMPARATIVE SUR LA FIABILITÉ DES CARTOUCHES MONOCHROMES – 2013**
*Cartouches de toner HP LaserJet comparées à d’autres marques en Amérique du Nord*

**THE spencerLAB DIGITAL COLOR LABORATORY**

Through more than two decades of industry service, **Spencer & Associates Publishing, Ltd.** has earned a premier reputation for its expertise in evaluating digital color imaging and printing. Its independent test division, the **spencerLAB DIGITAL COLOR LABORATORY**, is internationally recognized as a leader in unbiased, third-party research and comparative analysis of digital imaging and printing system performance; the laboratory strictly adheres to the integrity of its methodology, even in commissioned studies. **SpencerLAB** provides leadership in quantitative and qualitative comparisons, benchmarking key performance metrics of digital printing systems in all technology classes, from desktop printers to digital color presses – providing research and evaluation services, compliance certifications, benchmark test software/hardware, and focus group management.

Leading vendors and firms for whom printing is mission-critical rely upon **spencerLAB** to provide strategic support and benchmarking of Print Quality, Ink/Toner Yield and Cost-per-Print, Throughput, Availability, Reliability and Usability for ink- and toner-based as well as other printing technologies. Corporate users rely upon **spencerLAB** for guidance in print system acquisition and usage optimization. For more information, please visit www.spencerlab.com.